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INTRODUCTION FROM
OUR CHIEF EXECUTIVE

W

hilst we are a business focused body
we strive to work with all those with
an interest in the area. Our successes
this year demonstrate how together we can
effect significant and multi-faceted benefits for
Marylebone. This is reflected in the results from
our annual member survey. We are delighted
that 96% of those surveyed told us that their
experience of us and our work has been positive.
The completion of the Wonderpass marked the
realisation of our first major project and was a real
high point to last year. This was particularly so
as it involved so many local organisations coming
together to such brilliant effect to celebrate
Marylebone and provide a proper welcome to the
area. Six months on, we continue to receive great
feedback on this hugely positive transformation,
which was also shortlisted for a prestigious New
London Architecture Award.
Another major project, the Baker Street Two Way
project, also progressed well taking several more
important steps towards realisation. We hope to
see the improvement works begin in spring 2017.

“OUR SUCCESSES THIS YEAR
DEMONSTRATE HOW TOGETHER
WE CAN EFFECT SIGNIFICANT
AND MULTI-FACETED BENEFITS
FOR MARYLEBONE. ”
6

Through our Smarter Giving programme we
work to assist those at disadvantage in the
wider area. This has grown to become one of
our core services thanks to the willingness
and generosity of our members with their
donations of time, goods and money. We have
been particularly impressed with the number
of members coming together to support our
collaborative volunteering projects, which last
year transformed several gardens benefitting
elderly and disabled residents. The popularity and
strength of our Smarter Giving programme was
also recognised by British BIDs who awarded us
with the Proud Project award 2015.

Our member survey continues to evidence
that air quality is a key priority and we know
this is also a concern for those living locally.
Our Cleaner Air projects to reduce traffic and
enhance greening have expanded and attracted
grant funding. These will be bolstered further
following the successful application for ‘Low
Emissions Neighbourhood’ status and funding for
Marylebone through which we are collaborating
with the Council, residents groups, other BIDs and
Estates.
We also started work on establishing our
Business Security Zone this year, working with
our members to establish how best we facilitate
coordinated efforts to both tackle anti-social
behaviour and day-to-day issues and to enhance
the resilience of the area to larger threats.
Of course we also have our Street Management
team, including our Ambassadors, working hard
to keep the area safe and clean and continue to
provide popular outdoor events for the whole
community. Our Summer in the Square events
and Ambassador Services were awarded the full
five stars in the survey, in which 82% of people
said that our area is an enjoyable area in which to
spend time, which is a marked improvement to
the 44% of people saying the same in 2012 before
we were in operation.
We are looking forward to another successful
year working with all those with an interest in this
fantastic neighbourhood to ensure it continues to
be an enjoyable area for everyone.

PENNY ALEXANDER
CHIEF EXECUTIVE
7
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THOUGHTS
FROM OUR
CHAIRMAN

ABOUT US
We officially formed as a Business Improvement District
(BID) in 2013 after being voted in by businesses in the area.
We represent over 170 businesses and our overall aims are
to create a quality environment in which to work and live,
a vibrant area to explore and enjoy and a successful place
to do business.
You can read more about our projects and activities
throughout this report.

O

nce again I would like to express thanks to all of
our members who support and help us deliver
such a wide range of successful projects. We are
a true partnership, with our work being driven by you, our
members. We would not thrive without the hard work and
input from those who contribute their expertise and time
through the steering groups and company boards.

The important work of the Business Security Zone is a
crucial initiative to allow us all to work together and be better
prepared and organised, should a major incident or threat
occur. Ensuring our members expertise feeds into the plans
is vital. Combined, we have a wealth of experience that will
I’m sure make partnering with the Police a successful joint
venture and will provide effective solutions.

My personal thanks also go to the team who work with
complete professionalism and creativity. The outstanding
results of the recent member survey are a testament to their
dedication to both Marylebone and our members.

Finally, we continue to enjoy the benefits of being located
in Westminster and working alongside Westminster City
Council and Transport for London, in what are challenging
times. With reduced budgets and increased demands, it’s
great to see how our role as a local ally helps to drive forward
change. We look forward to future successes ahead.

When reflecting on the Partnership’s achievements in 201516, it must surely be our best year to date. The opening of
the Wonderpass was a significant project to deliver and I am
delighted that the team has been rewarded for the years of
planning with such positive feedback.
The range of services and activities that the Partnership
offers means there really is something for all members.
From ways to keep employees entertained and explore the
area, helping you contribute to local charities and lessen
your environmental impact, to saving money on training
and recycling. I encourage you to make the most out of your
membership and let the team know of any ideas you may have
for new projects, especially as we plan for our second term.
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SIMON LOOMES, CHAIRMAN,

As a not-for-profit company, funded by local businesses
our work is completely tailored to our area and businesses.
We’re one of 210 BID locations in the UK.

High Quality
environment to
work and live in
Vibrant
area to explore
and enjoy

BAKER STREET QUARTER PARTNERSHIP
STRATEGIC PROJECTS DIRECTOR,
THE PORTMAN ESTATE

Successful
place to do
business
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HIGH QUALITY PUBLIC REALM | MAJOR PROJECTS

HIGH QUALITY
PUBLIC REALM
WE WANT TO ENSURE OUR
FANTASTIC AREA LEAVES A
POSITIVE LASTING IMPRESSION
ON ALL WHO EXPERIENCE IT.

ANNUAL REPORT 2015 – 2016

MAJOR PROJECTS
OUR LONG TERM
MAJOR PROJECTS
ARE COMPLEX AND
WILL TAKE SOME
TIME TO IMPLEMENT
– BUT WILL HAVE
A CONSIDERABLE
IMPACT ON THE AREA.

BAKER STREET TWO
WAY PROJECT
This has been another significant year
for the Two Way Project – a once in a
generation opportunity to remove the
divisive, noisy one way system. Two
public consultations have been held
(the most recent from February to
March this year) and we were delighted
to see letters of support from the three
formal amenity groups for the area.
Several particularly highlighted the
responsiveness of the second round of
consultation to concerns raised. We’re
pleased that both TfL and Westminster
City Council remain committed to the
project and we hope to see the plans
further develop for implementation in
spring 2017.
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Above top: Proposed
improved Gloucester
Place looking north.
Above: Existing
Marylebone Road
Crossing

Above: Proposed
improved Marylebone
Road crossing
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MARYLEBONE ROAD SUBWAY –
THE WONDERPASS PROJECT

HIGH QUALITY PUBLIC REALM | MAJOR PROJECTS

USAGE INCREASE

HIGH QUALITY PUBLIC REALM | MAJOR PROJECTS
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Right: An artist‘s
impression of
Baker Street

The transformation of the Marylebone Road Subway into
the Wonderpass became a reality in January 2016. Our
long-awaited aspiration to make real improvements to
this tired and unwelcoming space has been incredibly well
received. Major structural improvements were undertaken
together with the installation of a striking design to provide
a clean, safe alternative to crossing the Marylebone Road.
With Madame Tussauds, Regent’s Park Open Air Theatre
and the Wallace Collection featured, its focus on local
history and attractions means it’s become an attraction
in its own right. We commissioned the works, which were
made possible through a successful application to TfL for
funds. Local Westminster City Council Ward Councillors
supplemented the funding, meaning that our contribution
of £75,000 over three years attracted £380,000 from other
sources. Analysis undertaken in February tells us that after
the improvement works, morning usage increased by 154%,
afternoon usage increasing by 28%, and evening usage
increasing by 71%.

Station frontage.

154%
MORNING

28%
AFTERNOON
(OFF-PEAK)

71%
EVENING

BAKER STREET STATION
We remain keen to see the entrance road used
by tour buses in front of the station replaced
by a much more accessible piazza space. TfL
unearthed a number of challenges for this project
and we continue to work with them to find
solutions to these in order for the improvement
works to progress. We are delighted to see TfL
is progressing its works to upgrade the shop
frontages, with the first planning applications for
improvements recently submitted.
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SMARTER QUARTER
Our additional cleaning and maintenance service (over and above Council
provision) continued to provide a quarterly deep clean of the Wonderpass as well
as twice weekly flushing, pavement cleansing and bin washing. We negotiated
daily washing of the Wonderpass at no cost to us as part of this contract.

100% gave our
Ambassadors 5
Stars for usefulness

STREET
MANAGEMENT
OUR CONTINUED
WORK TO ENSURE
THE AREA IS
MONITORED AND
MAINTAINED HAS
ACHIEVED STRONG
RESULTS AGAIN
THIS YEAR.

STREET AMBASSADOR SERVICE
Our Street Ambassadors continued to patrol the streets
of the Quarter 9 hours a day, 5 days a week and provide
daily audits of any issues needing attention, such as
graffiti and dumped rubbish. Since 1 April 2015 they
made 6,280 environmental reports of which 5,851 have
been resolved with the remainder being escalated for
further action. In addition, the Ambassadors warmly
welcomed and assisted 51,748 people over the year.

51,748
PEOPLE WARMLY WELCOMED AND
ASSISTED BY OUR AMBASSADORS
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The Ambassadors
provide a fantastic
warm welcome to the
area and a very visible
service to visitors.
The attraction
welcomes many
visitors each year
whom benefit from
the Ambassadors
help and guidance.
EDWARD FULLER, GENERAL
MANAGER, MADAME
TUSSAUDS LONDON

BUSINESS
SECURITY ZONE

CLEANER AIR
PROJECTS

We held an initial meeting in January
2016 to discuss the formation of a
Business Security Zone. This is to
facilitate closer working relationships
between members’ security staff and
consider how to collaborate effectively
for both day to day situations and larger
emergency incidents. The Business
Security Zone has since become fully
operational and a review of members’
current security plans is underway.

This year our projects that are focussed
on improving the area’s air quality have
gone up a gear. With an increase in
members using our Smarter Recycling
service and our Smarter Deliveries
consolidation work underway we’re
hopeful to see measurable reductions in
traffic and emissions in the years ahead.
Combined with our efforts to enhance the
area’s greening opportunities through the
Two Way project and opportunities that
will arise from the recent Low Emissions
Neighbourhood status, we’re optimistic
for a much improved Marylebone.

15

VIBRANT QUARTER

VIBRANT QUARTER

FOOD MARKET
Our regular monthly Food Market
remains a popular, lively fixture in the
Quarter and our two-day Christmas
Market featured festive gifts stalls to
complement the tasty food.

WE BRING THE AREA TO LIFE
BY PROVIDING ENTERTAINMENT
AND WAYS TO DISCOVER THE
QUARTER. WORKERS, RESIDENTS
AND VISITORS HAVE NO REASON
TO GO ELSEWHERE.

WALKS & TALKS

I think we could be the food market’s
biggest fans - it really is the pop up of all
food pops and we are so lucky to have
such an incredible selection of food
traders right on our doorstep!
LOUISE RANDALL,
KNIGHT FRANK MARYLEBONE
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The monthly guided walks programme
was extended to also feature talks to
give people the opportunity to hear
from experts. These included one on
the Special Operations Executive and a
highlights tour of the Wallace Collection.
In total 286 local workers, residents and
visitors enjoyed the programme.

BAKER STREET
REGULARS
Our directory and deals of local
businesses is a way for people to explore
and get the most out of the local retail
offering whilst giving local retailers free
local marketing exposure. Over 455
deals were redeemed over the period
and 650 app downloads were made.
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VIBRANT QUARTER

10,000

4 NIGHTS

4 DAYS

2 DAY

ATTENDED

SUNSET CINEMA

WIMBLEDON

FESTIVAL

VIBRANT QUARTER

SUMMER IN THE
SQUARE
Our second year of the Summer in
the Square programme of events was
held in the gardens of Portman and
Manchester Squares in July 2015. This
built on the success of the 2014 events
to provide fun, alternative ways for
people to spend their free time and to
entertain clients in some of the muchloved green spaces in the Quarter.
Over 10,000 attended the series which
featured 4 nights of Sunset Cinema,
4 days of Wimbledon Live and a 2 day
Summer Festival.
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SOCIAL EVENTS

100% of attendees
rated Summer in
the Square events
very good or good!

A new programme of social events
was launched in March for the year
ahead, giving people ways to keep-fit
and unwind. Featuring sports such
as netball and bootcamp, creative
workshops including floristry and
calligraphy and practical self-defence
lessons, there’s plenty for everyone to
enjoy. Members were prioritised with
subsidised rates for ticketed events
which is a great perk for employees.

19
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MEMBER EXCHANGE HUB
We identified that a platform was needed by our
members to promote and share their business
services with one and other. A variety of platforms
were researched, with our website being the
preferred choice by our members. The Member
Exchange Hub launched in April 2016.

MEMBER EVENTS
We provided opportunities for our members to
network, catch up and make new acquaintances
through our Office and Facilities Manager events,
our Christmas Drinks and AGM.

All members
surveyed rated our
networking events
good or very good!
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OUTDOOR DISPLAYS

COMMUNICATIONS

The popular Portman Square Garden
winter lights were once again installed for
Christmas 2015 and were supplemented
by festive banners on lamp columns and
a vibrant winter window display at 55
Baker Street. An area-wide Christmas
lights display is on hold until suitable
infrastructure is put in place after the
Two Way Project is implemented. Three
creative lamp column banner displays
were installed to increase awareness
of our work and demonstrate our
guardianship of the area.

The weekly digital newsletter, social
media channels and website have a
strong and successful user-base. Our
meet and greet sessions at member
reception areas proved popular and
are a useful way for employees to hear
about our activities. We also saw an
increase in requests to provide artwork
for reception screen displays as a way to
share event details building-wide.
We launched Neighbourhood News, a
printed newsletter aimed at residents
and smaller businesses to enhance our
communications with the wider area.

94%
USE OUR
NEWSLETTER
REGULARLY
TO KEEP UP
TO DATE WITH
WHAT WE’RE
DOING

21
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MEMBER
SERVICES
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Knowing that Smarter Recycling is completely zero to landfill and
has a positive impact on local traffic and air quality makes it an
even better service.
STEFANO PICCO, HYATT REGENCY LONDON - THE CHURCHILL

OUR WIDE RANGE OF
SERVICES ENABLE OUR
MEMBERS TO HAVE A
LOCAL FOCUS, ENCOURAGE
EFFICIENCIES AND MANAGE
THEIR IMPACT ON THE LOCAL
ENVIRONMENT.

SMARTER RECYCLING
We now have 64 members using our cost
effective and subsided total waste solution
with 7 new members joining the scheme this
year. Consolidating waste collections has
led to fewer vehicles trips in the area and
a reduction in vehicle emissions. Members
have made savings of £72,900 and the
responsible disposal of waste has led
to 968,600kg of CO2 savings.

SMARTER DELIVERIES

SMARTER GIVING
The popularity of this programme continues, demonstrating the
desire of our members to work with and support local grass roots
charities and groups. Our tailored corporate social responsibility
(CSR) proposals for members have this year seen more businesses
than ever fundraise, donate items and volunteer. An incredible
£92,150 has been fundraised, 23 business donation appeals held
and 27 lots of donated items have been arranged. 105 people
also donated their time and volunteered to help good causes.
The collaborative projects we have managed have enabled many
members to come together including working on renovating
gardens for the elderly. We were thrilled to be awarded the Proud
Project award by British BIDs for our Smarter Giving work.

£92,150
FUNDRAISED

23
DONATION APPEALS HELD

105
MEMBERS TIME DONATED

27

We have held food and clothes banks within
the building and it’s so satisfying to know that
donations go to local causes. Thanks to the
BakerStreetQ team these drives have been
effortless to host.

Detailed work is underway with two of the
largest multi-tenanted buildings in the
Quarter to identify delivery consolidation
opportunities to reduce the environmental
impact of delivery traffic and improve air
quality. We gained additional grant funding
from the GLA and TfL and are working with
TfL to identify how best to reduce delivery
trips to these buildings. This is a cutting
edge project and with numerous businesses
involved, also a complex one that will take
some time to implement.

NATASHA, 10 PORTMAN SQUARE

LOTS OF DONATED ITEMS

22
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MEETING SPACE
Our Meeting Space, fully equipped for use by up to 20 people was launched for hire
in March 2015. Members receive subsidised rates when booking and all the funds
received are reinvested into our work for the area.

166
PEOPLE TOOK UP
THE OFFER OF FREE
TRAINING COURSES

ONE STOP SHOP
We received 241 requests for
assistance through our One Stop
Shop service on all manner of topics
including helping businesses dispose
of unwanted office items, reports
of blocked drains and requests for
supplier recommendations. 196
requests were resolved with 46 high
complex requests ongoing.

24

Members
voted the
quality of
our training
courses
five stars

Just to say that the
Emergency First Aid
at Work course was
excellent. I would
certainly recommend
the course!
LAURA, PENTLAND GROUP

TRAINING COURSES

COLLECTIVE VOICE

Our programme of training courses
has been incredibly popular, with
166 people taking up the offer to
receive free training on a variety of
topics while getting to know other
members too. As well as offering a core
range of courses including Emergency
First Aid and Fire Marshal training, we
also introduced role-specific training
including an IOSH Managing Safely
course and corporate social media
training for members to meet their
contemporaries.

We continue to ensure the area and our
members are properly represented.
We sit on relevant local panels (The
Marylebone Neighbourhood Forum,
Policing and Crime Panels and the West
End Partnership) and responded to a
number of key local consultations on
topics including air quality, the UltraLow Emissions Zone, begging, police
services, and taxi private hire regulations.
To present a strong voice on local issues
we join forces with neighbouring BIDs
through the Westminster and Inner
London BIDs groups to speak to the
GLA and TfL as one.
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FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 MARCH 2016

The income and expenditure account is extracted
from the audited financial statements for the year
ended 31 March 2016. These are available upon
request by contacting our office.
*A rolling 5 year budget is in place and regularly

FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
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£

INCOME
BID Levy, Voluntary Contributions & Grants

1,004,095

Voluntary Contributions and Other Income

167,520

TOTAL

1,171,615

EXPENDITURE
High Quality Public Realm

435,230

Vibrant Quarter

242,390

Member Services

228,545

monitored to ensure all revenue is used to achieve
the key objectives of the Baker Street Quarter

Collective Voice

6,460

Partnership. The closing reserves will be released
over the remaining 2 years of the BID term in line
with this 5 year budget.

BID RUNNING COSTS
Core Salaries

69,660

Office Running Costs

95,660

HR, Recruitment, Training, Staff Welfare & Travel

8,535

Bank Charges & Subscriptions

5,260

Insurance, Legal and Audit Fee

39,430

Levy Collection Fees & Leaflet

17,570

Surveys & Reports
Depreciation
TOTAL

Surplus

26

9,335
12,620
1,170,695

920

Brought Forward from 2014/2015

282,275

Carried Forward to 2016/2017*

283,200
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LOOKING AHEAD

I

ncredibly, we will soon be approaching our final year
of our first term. As with all BIDs in the UK, we will be
asking our members to vote once again to renew our
services and develop exciting new projects for a further
five years. This ballot will take place in November 2017 and
we will be asking all members for their input into these
plans to ensure their priorities are reflected. At the same
time we will continue to provide our successful and popular
programmes.
Most immediately our focus is on air quality, public realm
and security – three key priorities articulated both by our
members and the wider
Marylebone community, as
well as the two way project.

Our annual member survey once again highlighted begging
as the greatest issue of concern for members in the area at
68%. We have held focus groups to ensure we understand
the nature of this concern and have taken a rounded approach
to tackling this sensitive issue.
To address attitudes and behaviours towards those
begging in the area we recently partnered with homelessness
charities and Westminster City Council on the Real Change
campaign to provide our members and other locals
information to encourage them to give responsibly to
support those on the street. The campaign provided
information on organised
begging and encouraged
giving to homelessness
charities rather than directly
to those on the street.

WE LOOK FORWARD TO SEEING
YOU IN THE NEAR FUTURE
NOT ONLY TO DISCUSS OUR
RENEWAL PLANS BUT TO
CONTINUE WORKING WITH YOU
ON THE VARIETY OF PROJECTS
AND INITIATIVES WE PROVIDE
TO FURTHER ENRICH THIS
FANTASTIC AREA.

Our Cleaner Air projects,
including Smarter Deliveries
and Smarter Recycling are
working to tackle the area’s
air quality head on. We are
looking forward to seeing
the Baker Street Two Way
plans
progress towards
implementation next year.
This once in a generation
opportunity to transform
the area will also mark
the beginning of our efforts to green the area. The Mayor
of London’s funding for Marylebone to become a Low
Emissions Neighbourhood will bring a new focus on green and
clean air initiatives in our area. This focus on Marylebone’s
air quality is especially significant in relation to the current talk
of the pedestrianisation of Oxford Street, which while potentially
positive will need to be carefully planned especially in relation to
bus volumes and routes to ensure it is not detrimental to our area.

28

Additionally our new Street
Manager has specialised
security
and
counterterrorism training and is
providing a new focus on
tackling anti-social behaviour
in the Quarter. This role
links in to our Business
Security Zone work to
enhance the resilience of
the area to low level issues and larger threats
through enhanced communication and cooperation.
Our research on members security plans and needs has
provided a solid basis for this important work stream
which we look forward to taking forward with seminars,
workshops, templates and communication platforms that will
not only serve members but will also work to enhance the
resilience of smaller businesses and the wider community.
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THE TEAM
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OWNER BOARD

PENNY ALEXANDER

KIRSTY JONES

KATIE LINDSAY

SIMON LOOMES (CHAIR)

SIMON TAYLOR (VICE CHAIR)

GEORGIA HOGG

Chief Executive

Head of Marketing
& Communications

Operations Manager

The Portman Estate
Strategic Projects Director

Derwent London
Head of Asset Management

British Land
Management Executive

DINA PATEL

PARITA GUPTA

SOPHIE GILLETT

LAURIE LOW

MICHAEL LINDSAY

NICHOLAS LAZARI

Member Events Manager

Communications Executive

Team Executive Assistant
& Office Manager

Great Portland Estates
Asset Manager

Selfridges
Director of Property

Lazari Investments
Director

KATE HESLEGRAVE

DANIEL ROBSON

SVENN MATHISEN

ZOE PERREUR-LLOYD

Smarter Giving Manager

Ambassador

Street Manager

London and Regional
Senior Asset Manager
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OCCUPIER BOARD
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SIMON LOOMES (CHAIR)

TIM ROBINSON (VICE CHAIR)

ADAM THOMPSON

DR HARRY CHARRINGTON

HELEN BIDDLE

MICHAEL GRAY

The Portman Estate
Strategic Projects Director

Knight Frank LLP
Partner, Head of Property
Asset Management

Winkreative
Strategist

University of Westminster
Acting Dean, Faculty of Architecture
and Built Environment

Boston Consulting Group
Head of Finance and Operations

Hyatt Regency London –
The Churchill General Manager /
Area Director

AMANDA CHERRY

ANDREW JACOBS

ANDREW RICHARDSON

PETER HEARSEY

SAM REGAN

Aspect Capital
Director of HR

Seddons
Head of Real Estate

Home House
Managing Director

House of Fraser
Executive Director,
Legal & Property

Madame Tussauds
Technical Services Director

ANDY TYLER

ANUP SARIN

CALUM STEWART

Cushman & Wakefield
Partner, West End Offices

Double Tree By Hilton
London Marble Arch
General Manager

BDO
Finance Partner
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WE LOOK FORWARD TO
CONTINUING A SUCCESSFUL
PARTNERSHIP WITH OUR
MEMBERS AND THE
WIDER COMMUNITY.
PENNY ALEXANDER
CHIEF EXECUTIVE
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